Subaru cooling system diagram

Subaru 2. There are specific ways to test a Subaru 2. Under the hood of each car lies a series of
complex components, some of which heat up in the process of powering the engine, and others
that exist to counter these effects and prevent things from overheating. From the thermostat
and fans to the radiator and coolant reservoir, each part relies on the other to keep the engine
cool for safe driving. Sometimes, however, things go awry, and a car experiences cooling
problems that make it difficult â€” if not outright dangerous or impossible â€” to continue
driving. Such has been the case with Subaru 2. With applications made abroad â€” including
parts made by the Japanese automaker â€” the speed of the cooling fan is controlled by a
pulseâ€”modulated fan motor. By way of contrast, in domestically made applications, fan
speeds are activated by the powertrain control module. Either way, a fan can be diagnosed with
the use of a code reader. As with other vehicles manufactured overseas, clogs can easily form
in the cooling tubes of Subaru radiators due to very thin cross-sections. Despite the fact that
most original equipment OE coolants are formulated to last beyond the k mileage mark, the
antiâ€”electrolytic additives can degrade and cause corrosion within the radiator. Over time,
pressure cycling can wear down the components of a cooling system. When pressure cycling
occurs, coolant is forced by the radiator into the reservoir. When it does occur, however, one of
the following symptoms is usually the cause: a cold system with gases trapped in a cold
thermostat, or disappearing coolant with no apparent leakage. When the system is cold, a head
gasket leak could cause gasses to get trapped inside. With no way to escape from the closed
thermostat, gas pressure can mount inside the engine and cause a reverse flow of coolant
through the radiator and back to the reservoir. When worse comes to worst, the reservoir
overflows, the coolant is lost and the system overheats. The other symptom involves leakage
with no actual evidence. In this situation, the coolant repeatedly needs replenishing, despite
there being no trace of oil or fluid on the ground. The likely reason is that coolant is being
sucked into the head gasket and ejected from the exhaust. Signs of this occurring include
coolant residue on the spark plug insulator, which indicates that coolant has entered the
cylinder; and milky brown engine oil, which would prove that the head gasket has leaked.
Another sign we talk to customers about all the time is white exhaust smoke. This indicates
coolant loss via a cracked or warped cylinder head, a cracked engine block, or head gasket
failure caused by severe or chronic overheating. To prevent this from happening, have your
technician inspect your vehicle and explain that the coolant sensor and thermostat are properly
calibrated. Furthermore, warm up and cool down the engine to test the reliability of the
thermostat and sensor, and to vent any air that might be stuck in the cooling system. In phase
two 2. Models made before have been notorious for coolant leaks, which generally occur at the
leftâ€”side gasket. The problem drew protests that prompted Subaru to extend its warranty plan
and add an antiâ€”leak cooling system conditioner. Like all cars, 2. As with head gaskets, the
engine should be inspected by a technician during each oil change for evidence of leaks. It
must be stated that gasket leaks can and do persist without the formation of spots on the
driveway. Subarus, in fact, are equipped with a fiberâ€”lined pan underneath that captures and
absorbs droplets of oil and coolant. During an inspection, the technician needs to check this
pan to determine whether a leak has occurred since your last checkup. Internal failure can also
cause head gasket leaks in a 2. This results from conflict between the cooling system and the
combustion. Unfortunately, this type of leak often goes undetected at the early, reversible
stages. This allows you to budget for the repair costs, or consider if you might be ready to trade
in the vehicle for something newer and better. In most Subarus, the radiator cap will let coolant
pass into the system at 15 psi, whereas the combustion chamber could send as much as psi.
Consequently, the coolant will get pushed from the radiator and out onto the ground, and the
engine will overheat. Unfortunately, technicians often fail to properly diagnose problems such
as breaches in 2. One by one, each of these components are replaced, but to no avail. For
instance, if the engine is cold and the pressure is only 15 to 20 psi, the breach could be hard to
detect because the gasket seal will likely perform as expected. If the breach is small, the
likelihood of detecting it during a standard test is even more remote. Nonetheless, breaches
need to be detected as early as possible, because the longer they persist, the less manageable
and more damaging they become. The most surefire way to spot a breach is to take an exhaust
analyzer and check for traces of combustion.. However, since it can be difficult to spot exhaust
when a car is in an idle state, the engine needs to be revved up to its standard operating
temperature while the test is being performed. Testing a vehicle when hot yields different
results than testing when cold. When performed under hot conditions, the results tend to be
more accurate. The hotter the engine, the greater the expansion between the cylinder head, the
head gasket and the engine block. As the combustion chamber gets worked up at higher
revolutions per minute, the destabilized head gasket endures undue pressure. These are the
realistic conditions of a breachâ€”addled vehicle that must be recreated during a test in order to

accurately diagnose the problem. Trouble is, compression tests are hard to perform on hot
engines due to the physical dangers involved. Now that you know how gaskets fail, the thing to
focus on is preventative maintenance. For starters, fluid application should be dictated not by
some instruction manual, but by the demands placed on a vehicle by your own driving habits.
The parts used in a Subaru model are also important, starting with the thermostat. In some used
Subarus, the manufacturer thermostat will have been replaced by an inferior thirdâ€”party
product. Sometimes, this also happens in repair shops, where the technician will replace an old
O. Subaru thermostat with a cheap imitation imported from China, the likes of which is bound to
wear out sooner and cause damage to the head gasket. It should also be noted that aftermarket
thermostats are generally too small in dimension and miscalibrated temperatureâ€”wise for
Subarus, and thus restrict coolant flow in the vehicles. Bottom line, a Subaru vehicle should
only be equipped with a Subaru thermostat. On models manufactured after , Subaru has made
its gaskets more corrosionâ€”resistant. Additionally, the automaker has added more ground
straps to its cars. The solutions that go into the cooling system must have proper chemistry, or
else corrosion can develop and spread to the ground cable. Faulty chemistry and corrosion are
a common problem on older 2. This problem has largely decreased since Subaru added ground
straps, which protect the most vulnerable part of the head gasket. Cars made by Subaru since
are likelier to leak oil than coolant, but the biggest abnormality in the newer models their
tendency to develop warped cylinders. This is due to the reordering of engine components
within the newer vehicles, which have larger combustion areas. One of the biggest changes is
the closer proximity of the engine and the catalytic converter, which has increased the flow of
exhaust heat onto the cylinder heads, which explains for the warping. While prices can vary
from one state to another, head gasket repairs are generally up in the fourâ€”figure range. You
can save a lot of money and, if needed, budget repairs accordingly by using advanced,
mechanic-proven stopâ€”leak products. You might have been quoted a hefty price for a head
gasket repair or engine block fix at another service center, but there are other ways around that
problem. Our products will simply remedy the leak and get you back out on the road promptly,
all at just a sliver of what you could end up paying for a full mechanical repair. Our products
stop the majority of minor and moderate leaks in areas that are often far too costly to repair
outright. From the head gasket and cooling system to the power steering and hydraulic jacks,
our chemical tools can solve the problem, regardless of where a leak is coming from. You can
stock up on our products for whenever you might need them on the road; applying them is easy
and requires no automotive expertise. Our chemical engineers keep abreast of the latest
innovations in automotive technology, and products are regularly updated to accommodate
these changes. For almost seven decades, our products have made instant mechanics out of
motorists with a variety of vehicles, makes and models. Always has been. Always will be.
Posted on August 29, by Bars Leaks. Subscribe to updates. Subscribe for the Best Product Info
and Deals! All rights reserved. Generic selectors. Exact matches only. Search in title. Search in
content. Search in excerpt. Search in posts. Search in pages. Email that matters. Subscribe
now! Cooling System Planning. Based on Warren's comment I have revised concept 3 to put the
burp tank in the heater circuit and thus eliminate any heat loss in the thermostat circuit. This is
our best effort so far: This configuration is implemented in our engine test stand and works very
well with about 15 Deg F temperature drop in the heater coolant returning to the water pump engine temperature stays steady. In cold climates, if this connection is any larger, and the
heaters are On full blast, the engine may never reach proper operating temperatures. As you
start to get into your Subaru conversion, one of the key areas to pay attention too is the cooling
system. A number of cooling system configurations have been used - there is the KEP
configuration that works well but is quite a challenge to bleed. The current Small Car
configuration works well but some people in our colder climates have had concern about the
engine running hotter when the heaters are removing a lot of heat. To address the fact that the
EJ22 engine does not have a dedicated thermostat housing and to address the cold climate
concerns, I have designed a separate thermostat housing and am using this in my 86 8
passenger conversion that I am working on in early This valve can be closed after the air is bled
out. The one concern I had, about the concept 4 above, is that when both heaters are turned Off
there is no flow through the pressure tank - thus trapping air in the pressure tank is not as
efficient. The initial filling of this system and the bleeding was very straight forward - with no
need to elevate either end of the Vanagon. Modified the diagram and added a bit more info. They
are going to modify their Syncro skid plate to avoid the interference with the thermostat cap.
Thanks goes to Dieter and Peter Miller for their testing and feedback. Here is what my
thermostat housing looks like: This picture shows the thermostat housing loosely assembled to
a water pump. By the way - do not be fooled into using after market thermostats. The small after
market one was removed from an EJ25 vehicle I was servicing - with cooling problems. NOTE:

Use these ideas at you own risk - no warranty or guarantee implied or included. Cooling System
Planning Updated - November 09 As you start to get into your Subaru conversion, one of the
key areas to pay attention too is the cooling system. Here is what my thermostat housing looks
like:. This picture shows the thermostat housing loosely assembled to a water pump. You may
already have your own system to bleed a Subaru cooling system, if not here are some ideas we
found will work. Warning: The instructions below include lifting the front of your Subaru, this
can be very dangerous. Please make sure that you support the vehicle with approved stands, do
not work under the vehicle while it is off the ground. Warning: The water in the Subaru cooling
system can reach boiling point, be VERY careful when working on the cooling system, keep
away from any open hoses, radiator or header tank when racing the engine, use extreme
caution at all times! If you would like a copy of these instructions to print out please click here
to download a version in PDF. Please remember that bleeding any cooling system is dangerous,
so please be aware and be careful. If you need a bleeding funnel kit then click here to go to our
Subaru accessory parts site, you can buy one online or call into our Onehunga Auckland
showroom to pick one up, and you really should! Here is the funnel system you need to bleed
Subaru coolant systems contact us if you need one. Update your browser to view this website
correctly. Update my browser now. How to bleed trapped air from your Subaru: Jack up the
front of the vehicle as high as possible. Next, re-connect the heater hose. Fit a funnel system
available here with the correct cap to the radiator or header tank; open the funnel tap; fill the
system; and leave the funnel tap half open. Continually squeeze the top and bottom radiator
hoses to force trapped air into the funnel, this can take 5-minutes or so. Now start your Subaru
engine and turn the heater temperature up to maximum but the fan speed to minimum. Allow the
engine to warm up and the thermostat to open so the temperature gauge reads normal. This can
take 10 to 15 minutes, and be sure to keep topping up the funnel as required. Rev the engine
between to rpm off and on for 5 minutes, this should allow the water pump to force air out of the
system. Note that warm air should be coming out of the heater vents, if not the heater must
have air trapped in it, STOP the engine and allow to cool down then go back to step 2, above. If
all seems normal remove the funnel system and top-up the radiator or header tank as well as
the overflow bottle. Replace the radiator cap and run the engine for 5 minutes. Any questions
about bleeding Subaru engines? Your browser is out-of-date! Hi, can someone find a typical
coolant flow diagram for me or at least break it down for me in text? Something that shows the
typical direction of flow, and in what order everything is in? The coolant system is a bit different
on my buggy so I'm trying to figure out what the factory set up was as a point of reference. I'm
coming from the air-cooled VW world, so I'm unfamiliar with this stuff! Not really.. How does the
route differ between a closed or open thermostat? Thanks for the link Seems to be a lot of
confusion in this area! Unfortunately the links in that thread are all dead. But so far I've learned
that the coolant flows bottom to top of engine and top to bottom of radiator. That is correct.. OK,
I found this online, but it's still not exaclty clear what happens when the thermostat changes
state. If someone could shed some light on that that would be great. Mostly what changes is
flow through the radiator. The other parts of the system will still have flow regardless of
thermostat position. I would assume that it would be greater than normal flow rate during the
warm up period due to the vacuum created by the water pump. It normally pulls large amounts
of coolant from the radiator, which can't be done if the thermostat is closed. This builds vacuum
in the system on the "pull" side of the impeller, which will accelerate coolant flow from any
other hoses or passages leading to the water pump. There will be a small amount of coolant
moving in the radiator, but not a significant amount until the thermostat heats up and opens. It's
for a '96 EJ22 but I think the flow would be the same. Don't know how to paste it in here but
here's a link:. Thanks, johnc! But where did you get the " xxxxx from? Or do you type it out like I
just did?!! I'd suggest you PM porcupine73 as a courtesy and ask his permissio
ford 6 speed manual transmission
2001 chrysler sebring transmission
2004 audi s4 timing chain kit
n. He's a very helpful fellow and I'm sure he would share. You need to be a member in order to
leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in our community. It's easy! Already have an
account? Sign in here. Coolant flow diagram? Prev 1 2 Next Page 1 of 2. Recommended Posts.
Posted August 19, edited. Edited August 19, by Speedbuggy. Share this post Link to post Share
on other sites. Posted August 19, Hi, can someone find a typical coolant flow diagram for me?
Found this flow diagram in porcupine73's wonderful collection thanks, porc! Thanks johnc.
Forgive me everyone but I just gotta' try a test!!! Edit: Hmmmm! Well, I guess I did something
wrong. Also, where can I find the rest of this collection you refer too? Thanks john. Back to the
drawing board! Create an account or sign in to comment You need to be a member in order to
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